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Goal

To equip students with a core 
set of collaborative skills that 
enable them to return to the 
their local communities to 
create missional, grass-roots, 
“poor-theatre” that embodies 
a Christian manifesto. The 
emphasis will include a sense 
of scholarship, a grounding in 
critical theatre philosophy 
and theory, practical courses 
in analysis, performance, 
directing, design/stagecraft, 
with a special emphasis on 
text creation (playwriting) and 
adaptation.



Goal

It is our foundational 
supposition that for the 
Christian theatre artist the 
“story,” or “what to 
perform/say” is the single 
greatest weakness and 
need at this hour.


Therefore, text is central 
to our program: creating/
adapting it, interpreting it, 
performing it.



Goals

The student will 
articulate and apply 
essential theories of 
theatre and 
performance to both 
analytical and creative 
projects. 



Goals

Demonstrate the 
following collaborative 
competencies: analysis 
of new play texts, 
directing new play 
texts, design/stagecraft 
toward the realization 
of new play texts, 
acting, and especially 
the creation or 
adaptation of new 
plays for a live 
audience.



Goals

Create and assess 
an original, 
incarnational, 
mission-driven act 
of theatre for a 
local community.



First Year

ThA 600 Theories of Theatre and Performance 3

ThA 602 Playwriting 3
DA 601 Theatre History Survey 3

ThA 604 Acting 3

ThA 607 Principles of Collaborative Design 3

ThA 
605/606

Theatre Arts Practicum (a praxis/modular class with all first-year 
theatre grad. students; both semesters; involves internships, 
practical projects)

2

Total 17



Second Year

ThA 603 Stage Directing 3

ThA  608 Contemporary Narrative Performance (solo performance) 3

ThA  609 Experimental Adaptation 3

ThA  610 Special Topics in Theatre Arts* 2

ThA 
611/612

Thesis Project (all second year theatre grad. students; preparation 
and production for the capstone production)

3

Total 14



Summary

Total Hours: 31 

Possible Electives: 
Rotating Electives Course* 

Summary 
A shared core of directing, design, acting, writing, theory and history. 

Each year, the in-coming students form a single cohort; they remain in this group for 
the 2-year period, working on a first year project (production crew, and so on), and 
then their Thesis. 

*New, 2017-2018


